
F&M Calculus Student
c/o Professor Crannell
Frankin & Marshall College
Lancaster PA 17604-3003

November 17, 2014

Dear Calculus Student,

Calamity has struck! Roger and I are stranded here on this island, and there’s a chance we’ll never
see the sun set over Barley Bay again.

I don’t even know where to begin. Roger and I flew our cargo of aioli and quinoa here to this isle
off of Guinea, just as planned. But to our amazement and horror, we discovered that the person
who had been posing as our wealthy client—that scoundrel claiming to be “Dee Seevers”—was none
other than our arch enemy, Hugh S. Carryman!

Here’s how we got ourselves in this situation. You remember we had promised to deliver 73 boxes of
quinoa to Seever (who is really Carryman). We landed on the island as planned on Halloween night
(how ironically appropriate!) and discovered our mistake. But that wasn’t the worst of it. Even
before we had a chance to uncover the perfidy of that low-down, two-timing snake, we wrecked our
plane! What had seemed to us a decent airstrip was really a path full of pits, holes, booby traps,
and rubble. Our plane suffered severe damage on landing, and it’s a danged miracle that Roger
and I even escaped with our lives.

Carryman wasted no time. While we were still reeling from our injuries, he boarded our plane and
grabbed one of the boxes of quinoa (still mercifully intact). He must have thought we’d met our
maker, because we overheard him chortling to one of his henchmen. In his most sniveling whine
of a voice, he gloated that he’d fooled us into believing his lies; he said he’s headed out to tell our
bosses that we perished in the crash, that the box of quinoa is proof that we’re goners, and that
he’ll be taking over our jobs. He absconded in a helicopter, and that was the last we’ve seen of him
or his henchmen.

For the last two weeks, we’ve been planning our escape. It took some time to recover from our
injuries. As soon as I was able to move about again, I set to repairing the plane. Roger was in
despair. “Even if we fix the plane,” he lamented, “we’ll never be able to fly it off this island. The
airstrip ain’t worth beans!”

But then I came across an abandoned gravel quarry nearby. I realized we could use the gravel to
level out the airstrip. Now, we know that gravel is not a hard enough surface for us to fly our plane
on, but at least the strip won’t have potholes in it. Once I found the airstrip, Roger pepped up a
bit. Together we used a backhoe that had been left at the quarry to move as much gravel as we
could, and when the backhoe ran out of gas, we used wheelbarrows to move the rest of the gravel.
That was backbreaking work, for sure! But now, at least the whole half-mile airstrip is level.

The problem is, a gravel airstrip won’t cut it when it come to trying to take off in airplane; we’d
dig ourselves into a hole faster than you can say “aw, pit!”. We still needed a way to harden up the
strip, but fortunately, Roger came through for us. It seems the same quarry has a heap of limestone,
which we can mix with water and plants to make concrete. (If you’re ever in a similar bind, take
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a gander at “survival concrete” on the web). We’ve been hauling limestone, adding water that we
carry in our slowly emptying aioli jars, and hardening up the airstrip. It’s darned slow going, but
we’re making progress. By now, we’ve got about 400 feet (roughly one thirtheenth of a mile) of the
strip firmed up.

Yesterday, in our travels back and forth to the quarry, we stumbled upon Carryman’s office, which
had been diabolically hidden from view so that his nefarious deeds would go undetected. Fortunately
for us, we found this homing pigeon who could carry our letter to your professor, so we could finally
get word to the outside world that we’re alive. But we also discovered evidence of a heinous plan
and atrocious deeds. Carryman seems to have local authorities in his pocket, so we can’t try to
contact them for rescue.

We found one other bit of alarming news: Carryman left his calendar, and it indicates he’ll return
on December 5. So we have only eighteen days to make good our escape! We think we can double
our efforts and lay down about 100 feet of concrete each day for the next eighteen days. But will
that be enough? Our trusty old plane has a takeoff air speed of 80 knots. But the acceleration on
this plane is slow: it takes 20 seconds to go from 0 to 60 mph.

If we lay enough concrete for the plane to achieve our takeoff air speed, we’ll manage to escape
Hugh S. Carryman’s evil clutches. But if the runway is too short, we’ll be hurtling ourselves toward
certain and painful death. Seems we’re in a real pickle. What do you think we should do? You’re
the only one we can trust right now.

Mighty obliged,

Rhoda Way

Rhoda Way
a little old godforsaken island
somewhere off the coast of Guinea
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Here’s some advice from your professor.

• There are a lot of numbers here; try to convert them all to a consistent set of units, so you’re
not mixing knots, mph, feet, and seconds.

• It’s reasonable to assume (and then to state this as an assumption in your paper!) that even
though the speed of the plane changes from 0 knots to 80 knots, the acceleration of the plane
is a constant number.

• If acceleration really is constant, and acceleration is change in velocity, maybe you could use
your vast knowledge of calculus to get a formula and/or graph for what the velocity is at
various times.

• Even more, there’s a chance you might be able to figure out how much time the plane will
need on the runway and/or how much distance the plane will need to cover while it’s on the
runway.

• And remember that, if Rhoda is going to trust you with her life and with Roger’s life also,
you have to be able to explain that you’re right in a way that she can have confidence. So
start your paper early!
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